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Small buds. Big difference.

About us

We’ve used our expert knowledge of the human ear
and cutting-edge miniaturization techniques to pack
all of our leading tech into this super-compact design.
Precision microphones, together with advanced noise
reduction algorithms, reduce background noise,
while our proprietary microprocessor dramatically
improves clarity of speech. These compact earbuds
are also water resistant, so come rain or shine, they
work perfectly.

At Jabra, we believe life’s better when there’s nothing
getting in the way. As part of GN Group, which includes
world-leading expertise in both audio and hearing
solutions, we’ve committed over 150 years to making
life sound better, opening up a world of sound without
limits. Our cutting-edge innovations in hearing care
are engineered for you – whoever you are, whatever
you do – and founded in the belief that great sound
should be as individual as your personality.
Jabra is part of the GN Group – pioneering great sound
from world-leading hearing aids and office headsets,
to cutting-edge sports headphones.
The GN Group was founded in 1869, employs over 6,000
people, and is listed on NASDAQ OMX Copenhagen.
Find out how to hear more with Enhance Plus at
jabra.com/enhanceplus
Distributor:
GN Hearing Care Corporation
8001 E Bloomington Freeway
Bloomington, MN 55420
USA
Support:

Dark Grey

For assistance, if needed, in setting up, using, or maintaining the
Jabra Enhance Plus, or to report unexpected operations or events,
please contact:
GN AUDIO USA INC
900 Chelmsford Street, Tower II, 8th Floor
Lowell, MA 01851
Tel: (978) 656-4575
www.jabra.com/support
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Hear more from life

Music
+
Calls
+
Hearing enhancement
Miniaturized true wireless earbuds
with advanced medical-grade hearing
enhancing technology.
Ultra-discreet
50% smaller than our
current smallest earbud*

Personalized sound
When you unbox your new Jabra Enhance™ Plus,
you’re moments away from being able to hear
more of what matters.

Up to 10 hours battery,
with up to a total of
30 hours in the case

Setup is easy – simply connect your earbuds to the
free Jabra Enhance app and follow the on-screen
instructions to personalize and program your
earbuds to your specific needs.

High-quality streaming
and hands-free calls**

You can switch between Adaptive, Focus and
Surround Modes, depending on your environment
and hearing needs.

Hear more of what matters
These pioneering hearing-enhancing earbuds have
been specifically engineered with advanced medicalgrade technology, to help you focus on what you want
to listen to, without just turning up the volume.
Our innovative design uses 4 dedicated microphones
to reduce background noise and improve speech clarity,
so whether you’re chatting with your partner in a busy
coffee shop or catching up with friends over dinner,
you won’t miss a thing.

Download the Jabra Enhance app in the App Store

50% smaller than Elite 75t
Hands-free calling requires iPhone 11 or later and iOS 15 or later

*
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